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be set to unity if it is not available.
e(t) is a non-measurable, normally distributed white noise.
A(qf1), s(qcl),
C(q-1), D(q-1) and F(qC1) are polynomials
in the backward shift operator q-1 with
degree na, nb, nc, nd, and nf, respectively.
It is assumed that A(qcf), C(.LA), D(q- )
and F(q-1) are monic.
The scalar d
represents an offset due to either the
local linearization of an essentially
non-linear process or the presence of
non-zero mean load disturbances. Tuffs and
Clarkt(1984) have argued that the integrated CARMA model, i.e. CARIMA model, is
most
for
suitable
dealing
with
non-stationary disturbances.
We extend
their idea to the generalized linear model
Thus an ihtegrated generalized
(2.1).
linear model can be obtained:

The Generalized Predictive Controller
(GPC) is extended to the systems with a
generalized linear model structure which
contains a number of choices of linear model
structures. The Recursive Prediction Error
Method (RPEM) is used to estimate the
unknown parameters of the linear model
structures to constitute a GPC self-tuner.
Different linear model structures commonly
used are compared and evaluated by applying
them to the extended GPC self-tuner as well
as to the special cases of the GPC, the GMV
and MV self-tuners. The simulation results
show how the choice of model structure
affects the input- output behaviour of
self-tuning controllers.
1

Introduction
It is well known that a true dynamic

( q )A u (t -k mz) + C(q')
C(q e (t )
A (q ) A y (t ) -B
B(q
-

system can not be represented exactly

within the chosen model sets, and the real
system to be identified is usually more

(2.2)

complicated than the chosen model. In the
Self-Tuning Adaptive Control (STAC) literature, most controller designers use a
Controlled Autoregressive - Moving Average
(CARMA) model to describe the processes
with stochastic disturbance. One might ask
if the CARMIA model is the best choice and
how the choice of model structure affects
the performance and overall reliability of
adaptive control. This paper tries to
answer these questions -and deals with the
comparison of robustness to various linear
model structures.

A -(1-q-')
where
The linear model (2.2) is too general for
most practical purposes. One or several
of the five polynomial would be fixed to
unity in application. The model structures
used commonly in control design are shown
in the following:

Various Linear Model Structures
assume that the locally-linearized
plant considered can be modelled by a
generalized linear model structure

A(q-')Ay(t)-B(q-')Au(t-k mis)+ D(q1-e(t)

A(q' )Ay(t) = B(q- )Au(t -kmi) + e(t)
A (q- )Ay(1) B(q
-

We

+CD (q
lq u(t km3JJ
B (q)
k )()
y (t) F(-B
-

)Au(t-k mi.) + C(q- I )(t)
(2.4)

2

A (q

(2.3)

(2.S)

)e(t) + d

A(q' )Ay(t)-B(q' )Au(t-k, C(Q, )e(l)

D(q-')eCt)

(2.1)

(2.6)

where y(t) and u(t-kmin) are the output and
the input sequences respectively, kmin is
the minimum expected delay-time which can

AYM

B

(q

-,) A u(t

-

k,,,,) * e(t)
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(2.7)

(q-')
Ay(t)B
F(q-1)

1

u(t-.,,) D(q-') e(tL)

(2.8)

AEu(t kral) C(q- )e(t)
ay(t) B(q-1,)
F (q )')
-B(q ') Al(
FY
i)+c( ef
C' (q'1)
F (q_

(2.9)

-

A set of O(t), for various i given by i=kmin,
.., N, can be stacked together and written
in vector form as
4>r = ,kfR(t), ..., *(t)]
(3.4)

(3.Sa)

For the sake of simplicity in the following
we use notation: IM(A,B,C,D,F)
to denote the linear model (2.2). Similar
notations are used for other model sets,
e.g, denoting the linear model (2.4) as
LM(A,B, C).
A
3 Gene'ralized predictive, Control

where

sections,

The cost function to be considered is of
the forn

...

Qi(q-1)

(i=l,2,#...IN2)

are

with po=1, ro=l.
Combining the process model (2.3) with
the Diophantine identity
CP= DAAL +qti
(3.2)
where Li and Gi are polynomials with
deg(Li)=i-l, and deg(Gi) = max(nc+npi,nd+na), respectively, we obtain

DLiB=CFEj+qj

(3.5f )

(3.8)

K. -.,[k I k2 ... k ,*,
]
tm

poly-

then

Au(t)-KT[RW-c'F-'rAu(t-i)-c-'cY(t)]
(3.9)

(3.3)

The above
further:

equation

can

K t)R
CFw (t + N -k min

Deg(r) -max(nd + n b+k.,.-2.n,+ni)-)
-

(3.5e)

0N,*.
J...GM]

( E TE+pLI)X XET
and the first row of X as

j-i-k., fl, Deg(E,)-j-1

*4(t).-E,uc(t+ i

G7w[G,

sion matrix, X, as the solution of the
linear equation set:

..

a second

(3.5d)

(3.Sc)

(EE +rl)Ul-ET [RW-C 1F-lrAu(t- i )-c i Gy(t)
(3.7)
Def ining a (N - kmin + 1 ) x (N - kmin + 1 ) dimen-

#(t) =-C lF -DLiBAu(t + i - km,,) + L,e(t + i )
+ C_'Giy(t)-Rw(t +i-k in) i=kmin. N
The first term on the right-hand side can
be partitioned into past (known) and future
(unknown) parts, by using
nomial partition:

eN, ff&., eN-kon,,+l ... eo
U' -(Au(t)M Au(t + 1 ), ...,&Au(t . N -kn,.)
rT"(r,,r2....r. k,+43

(3.Sg)
where the parameters ei (i'=O,l,
...,
N-kmin) are coefficients of the polynomial
E,Nk, ++I.
From (3.4) and (3.5), the cost function
can be simplified as
(3.6)
J(kmin$ N) -{¢T4+ PUTU}
The minimization of the cost function (3.6)
with respect to U results in the identity:

polynomials or rational transfer functions. In addition, a non-negative scalar
p is the weighting factor of the control
signal and w(t) is the set points. It is
assumed that Nl=Kmin, N2N, Qijl-l(f
(i=
1, 2, . .., N), P and R are finite polynomials

+C

eo

w' -w(t),w(t+ 1)....,W(t+N-ka)J

where E (.) is the expectation operator
conditioned on data up to time t, P(qc1),

Then

el

01

...

*
,a k,,t
LTr [Lk(tCk.a),
+)....+1).
L(t + N)]
I
L..
I

(3.1)

with

Q

(3.5b)

Linea Model Structure
Control Design

and

o

Wjith

Ggneralized

R(q-1)

@=EU+C-'F-'Au(t-l)+C-tGy(t)+L-RW

i-e-

(2.10)

AU(t)-

+
k.)+ Ir,cC'F- g1')
+ )
u(i - .L(t

CF+K

)

Trq-)

be
K

T

simplifiled

FGy (t )

(3.10)

where

'CG,Y(t) - R?W(t + i - kn,")

K'C

kN-kfti,I

+

Nk

n,q- I §... +k Iq-
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kminu

(3.11)

For the difference equation (2.2), -The
RPEM is given by the following recursive

To reduce computation expense and avoid
singularity of the coefficient matrix
ET E ,_in
!
(3.8). a control horizon, Nu is
recommended to use (see (2] for detail].
Closed-Loop Equation
The closed-loop equation can be obtained
from (2.1) and (3.10)
BK' RCqct.Mw(t + N - kIc ) + (CF . KTrqI )CI/De(t)
AA(CF .Krq') + BKrGq (3.12)
The closed loop characteristic equation is

equations:
- 1 ) + X(t)E(tL)
O(t) - P(t

X(t) =

H

H
[HHZ

v(t)- D(q')y(t) -(4D5a) ((t)
(t) 4.a
C(

) u(t) (4.5b)
C(qfl)C(-)F(q'T)

-,a

(i=1,I... ,N-kin) are calculated
solving the equations:

P(t

by

IC()E(t)

6(t) --C

j5=,...N-ko"'

AFEj+q-Hj

BP=

VT(t) P(t_- 1) Y'(t) jA(t )

where k(t)is the forgetting factor and VY(t)
is the gradient of the prediction error.
If we introduce the following variables:

C(AAF. q 'KTH)

Hi

(4.4b)

(4.4c)

(3.13)
where

P(t 1 )V(t)
K(t) +,T(t)p(t_ 1 ),(t)
(t) +

given by

AA(CF+ KTrq-i)+ BKTGq-kma"

(4.4a)

-

(q:}-) -

(4.5c) o(t)

--

I

C(t)

(45d)

w(t) (4.5.)

The Generalized Minimum Variance (GPC)
controller for a plant with known delaytime k can be seen to be a special case of
the GPC in which kmin, N1 and N2 are set
to k and only one control signal is
weighted. Letting weighting scalar p. be
zero, we obtain the Minimum Variance (NV)
controller.

W(t) can be written as

4 Overview of the RPEM and RPLR
The design of STAC controller requires
that the linear model parameters be know
at all times. The RPEM is used to estimate
the unknown parameters of various linear
model structures.
Introducing variables:
wst ) B(q- )a (t) (4.1 a)
t[(t)-A(q ')y(t)-w(Q) (4.1b)

sponding algorithm is termed as a Recursive
PseudoLinear Regressions (RPLR).
If we modify the equations (4.5) as

6(t)... b(t n, + I )p (t) p (t
-a (t- nd+ Ol)]
If 'Y(t) is replaced by 4'(Qj the
-

v(t) = _(kQ_) Y(t )

'

ECI)-C(q-rt(t)

C(kqc()
6(1).

(4.1 C)

the linear model (2.2) can be written as
y( )=[I - A (q-')]y(t) + B(q-)u(t)[1-F(q-')]w(t)

+[C(q"I) 1 ]E(t)
-

([l

-

,T(t)6 + e(t)
where
y(t)-y(t)-y(t- 1)

c I9

.Red l * .d Id]

i(t) - 1(

-

1-.)
(4.6)

corre-

-u(t)

-C (t)

D(kq-') )
C(kq- )F(kq'=Wt

as Friedlander (1982) suggested:

(4.2)

k(t)-pk(t- 1)+(1-p)

k(O) - O

where
p is a constant somewhat smaller
than 1, e.g. 0.98-0 .99. In this paper we
choose PM 0. 99.

u(f) u((t)- u(t - 1 )
... f '
OT [a ..,,b X ,..b^f
a
..

D(kq-')

0(t) 3()a (kqI)

n, +

where 0 < k c 1. We obtain a more general
algorithm that reduces to the EPEN (k=1)
and the RPLR (k=O) as special cases. The
" -contraction factor " k can be variable

'
+ e(t)
D(q )]y(t)

-

-

...

5 Test Cases for Conparison and Evalu-

ation

(4.3a)

The discrete-time transfer functions of
the simulated processes are given by two
third order low pass processes:

J,(t + 1) t -y(t)@Z y(t -na+ )u(t).)..u(t- nb+ 1 )
- w (t).l..- w(t n. + 1I)E(t)...*E(t- nc+ 1 )
- y(t)... - y(t
(4.3b)
nd+ )]

GO10.065q_'+0.048q-2-0.008q3 (5.1)
Iq ~1 - 1.500q- I 0O.70Sq-2 -O.100q-3

-
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0.0186q-1 + 0.0486q-2+0.0078q-3
1-.7063-' + 0.9580q-2 - 0. 1767q-3

[(y(t) - w(t))2 + p(u(t))2]

I

where M is the number of samples,
control weighting factor.

(5.2)
one second order low-pass processes:

0. 1387q-1 + 0.0889q-2
1- 1.036q' 0.2636q-

0. 1964q'-+ 0.0001qq2 -0. 1892q1 (4

1-2.93q 1'2.866q-2-0.9277q-3
G2(q-1) has one zero outside of

the
unit circle of the z-plane.
The output
of the processes is contaminated by an
autocorrelated discrete noise n(t) which
is generated by an ARMA model
+ 0e.250
. 250 - 2
1 -0.527q- +0.0695q2(
O

= .1 + 05O1
n(t)=X1
*S00 q
n(t)

(5.5)

or

I + 0.05q'- + 0.80q-2

(5.6)

where e(t) is a normally distributed white
noise sequence with zero mean and unity
standard deviation. The scalar weighting
factor, t , is used to adjust the
noise-to-signal ratio.
6 Comparison and Evaluation of Linear
Model Structures
In this section we shall discuss and
compare the self-tuning control results of
the processes (4.1-4.4), in which the
linear model sets (2. 3-2. 10) have been used
in controller design respectlvely. For the
reason of space limitation, we only give
and discuss the simulation results of the
model: LM(A,B), LM(A,B,C), and LM(A,B,D),
which are most commonly in STAC.
In each simulation case, the number of
the parameters to be estimated was the same
for each model structure and the parameter
estimates were initialized to zero, except
for unit bo(0).
The initial covariance
matrix was taken as 10 times the unit
matri x. Default settings of the various
tuning knobs were chosen with Kmin=l,
NlKmin, P=l, R=l, N2=4 and Nu=4 for the
GPC method. The control weighting factor,
i, was set to 0. 05 with the exception of
the MV controller.
Furthermore, the
control signal and the plant output were
limited to lie in the range [-10, +10) and
a reproducible noise sequence e(t) was
generated and used in all cases.
The measures of model validity were taken
as the variance of output error
ct

=

1 Z
Mt-i (Y(t)

w(t))2

i the

Simulation Results of The Third Order
Low-Pass Process
First the simulation results of the third
order low-pass processes (5.1) with the
noise model (5.5) are discussed.
The
various linear model sets were used in the
GMV controller design, respectively, for
the simulated process. The noise weighting
factor was taken as 0.1 and 0.05,
respectively.
For each noise weighting
factor, the four cases were regarded as
follows:
(a) the RPEM with variable forgetting
factor,
(b) the RPLR with variable forgetting
factor,
(c) the RPEM with constant forgetting
factor of 0.95, and
(d) both forgetting factor and contraction
factor are variable.
The results are shown in Table 6.1. The
underlined values show the cases in which
the performance of the closed loop system
was extremely degraded.
Figs. 6.1 -6.3
show the input-output behaviour of LM(A,B),
LM(A,B,C) , and 14(A,,B,D) for the case (d) .

(5.3)

one oscillating unstable process:

where

(6.2)

Table 6.1 the numerical results of the
low-pass process (4.1) with the GMV
self-tuner
(a)

M=480, and t=0.10

_
_
_
Model Sets n. x n.

LM(A,D)

LM(A,f,C)
LM(AE,BD)

n,

4 4
3

-r
3 2

3

3

2

~~~cas (a)

0.621

0.326

2.836

2.301

(0. 627)

(Ul34)

0.674

0.390

(d;

Ca"

LM(A,B)

LM(A,B,C)

4 4
3

L_(A 1D 3

(b)

2

13 12

LWA.5)
LM(A,B,C)
LM(A,S,D)

rx

4

4

3

3

3

3

n,

nz

2

2

- .,

LM(A,B)

and synthetic measure

(b)

0.326
1.564 1.054
(0.628) (0.326)
0.621

0.627
cas

0.325
(c}

0.808 0.483
1.112 0.563
(0.628) (0.335) (4*793) (4.280)
00.626 | 0.328 1.000 0.660
0.621

0.326

3. 181

2.620

M=500, and T=0.05
Ik* Sets n.

(6.1)

3

case

_

4

4

M( Ae X,BC )

3

3

2

LM(A,B,D)

3

3

_ 2

-

case ( a)

t

.

ea"

J,

(b

e

0.364

0.258

0.364

0.258

0.378
0.369

0.272
0.265

0.368
0.363

0.262
0.258

~~~case ( d)

0.364

0.258

0O @ 362

0.368

case Xc )

O0. 255

0.397
0.427

0.285
0.313

0.260

0.365

0.258
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''

and the noise model was switched between
(5.5) and (5.6).

4

Is

Fig.

6.1

The

Table 6.2 The numerical results of the
lOw-pass process (4.3) with the MV selftuner
H=480 and c =0.10
K(I)- 0.99XQt - 1) 4 0.01
(Op) 0.95

a

I

input-output

behaviour

3
WMLA,LBJ)

of

LM(A, B, C)

the closed loop system for the LM(A,B) with
the case (d)

2 2

12

12

8" , D)

2

0033

t

543

003

1 2003.2

Table 6.3 The numerical reults of the
nrinimm phe process (4.2) with the GPC
=0.10
14500, and
self-tuner
c

M(t)h O.99M(- 1).0.01

-~~~~

4

.4

Fig. 6.2 The input-output behaviour of
the closed loop syste for the LM(A,B,C)
with the case (d)

PICdel sets

n. N~a6

U((A. 8)
LM(A,s,C)

K4

14

3

3

L#(AB,5D)

ammusea

1

-4

I ik

I

I

11
a

a

a

0.634

0.193

0.221

6.96

4.121

03.904

0.217

0.871

0.219

Model Sets nt

41

0

a

Te

numerical

results

of

the

A

4

s

0.193

0.67

third order unstable process (4.2) with the
GPC self-tuner
M1=500, x -0.10, and N2=Nw=4
),(0)-0O.9S
X(I)- 0.99X(1- 1 )+ 0.01

.kw&

h.. II.

m

J.J

0.634
2

6. 4

Table

LI

k(0) - 0.95

a

a

LM(A,B)

-a

3

3

n6

4

4

LM(A,3,C)

IM(A,B,D)

I

J2

2

3

0.481

0.

1.185

0.320

0.3,
1.207

0.324

1.069

0.320

1.101

0.321

0.

Fig. 6.3 The input-output behviour of
the

closed

loop

with the ca

systm

for

(d)

the

LM(A,B,D)

Table 6.5 The numerical results of

Simulation Results of-other Processes
The numerical results of the second order
low-pass process (5.3) with the noise model
(5.6) for the NV method are shown in Table
6.2.

In

this

case,

a

2Jp in

(6. 1)

KX(t)- 0.99k(t - l )0+

Model-Sets

and

(6.2).
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the results of
the third order non-minimum phase process
(5.2) and the third order oscillating
unstable process (5.4) with the noise model
(5.5), in which the GPC controller was used
for evaluation.
Table 6.5 show the numerical results of
a time-varying process, in which every 60
samples the simulated process was switched
between the process (5.1) and the third
order process
(q

the

time-varying process with the GMV selftuner
14240, and T=0.05
.0

I

(O)- 0.95

I:etn.

.

LM(A,B)

4

4

LM(A.BD,C)

3

3

.LN(A,5.D)

L3

2

.t.i2.

.

nI

.

0.741

0.562

0.741

0.562

0.501

0.364

13.36

12.14

0.581

0.441

1.209

0.915

Simullation results can be summarized as
follows:
The best control performance is provided
either by UM(A,B,D) or LI(A,B) in most
.

cases.

0.065q'l + 0.048q-2-0.OOBqc3
1 - 1. 7063 q-+ 0.958 qZ- 0. 1767 q -3

. LM(A,B,D) and UM(A,B) are robust to the
forgetting
variation of noise level,
factor, and contraction factor, while
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variation of the identification algorithm
and the forgetting factor.
LM(A,B) and LM(A,BID) seem to have the
most advantages: very good performance and
overall reliability for various types of
processes. LM(A,B) is also advantageous for
the least computational expense and
simplicity.

LM(A,B,C) is very sensitive.

US (A, B, C) perform poorly in many cases.
For LM(A,B,C), the problem arises from
the noise polynomial C(q-1) with the roots
outside the disc or on the unit circle.
From the prefilters in the (4.5) and the
characteristic
equation
closed
loop
(3.15), it follows that an important
assumption for IM(A,B,C) is that the roots
of the polynomial C(q1 ) must lie inside
the unit circle. When the polynomial C(q-1)
does not satisfy the assumption, the closed
loop system either performs poorly or
becomes unstable.
According to the spectral factorization
theorem, this problem can theoretically be
avoided by monitoring the stability of the
polynomial C(q-1), and replacing the
unstable roots of the polynomial C(q-1) by
In practice, the perits reciprocal.
formance can not sometimes be improved via
replacement of the unstable roots.
The numerical results with stability
monitoring and replacement of roots are
listed in brackets of Table 6.1 for the
process (5.1). Due to the replacement of
the unstable roots in the polynomial
C(qf1), the performance of closed-loop
system even becomes worse for the RPEM with
the constant forgetting factor of 0.95 even
through the improvement is obvious 'in other
cases.
In general, the foregoing discussions on
UM(A,B,C) are also suitable to other model
sets with the polynomial C(q-1).

Table 6.6 The total computation number
of solving the Diophantine equations and
synthesizing the controller for the three
type of linear model sets with the assumed
model orders

LM(A,B)

Mtultiplications
N2(6n+2)-3n/2-2

N,(6nt2)-2

LM(A,B,C)

N2(6n+2)-2

Nz(6n+l)+2n-2

LM(A,B,D)

N,(8n+2)+n2-n-2

N2(Bn+2)+2n2-4n-2

Model Sets

AGions
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On Computational Expense
The number of computations on the
parameter estimation part have been given
by [3] for the case without stability
For the RPEM, the least
monitoring.
computational expense is given by IM(AlB),
and the next by U4(A,B,D), and then
M (A, B, C)
For the controller design part, the
calculation related to the model structure
includes resursion of the Diophantine
equations (3.2) and (3.3) and synthesis of
the controller (3.10). Table 6.6 lists the
computation number of solving recursively
(3.2) and (3.3) and synthesizing the GPC
controller for the three type of model sets,
where the degree of polynomials was assumed
The least computation
as n=n.=nb=n,=nd.
number is given by LM(A,B), and the second
by LM(A,B,C), and then LM(A,B,D).

When the stability monitoring is performed
on-line, LM(A,B,C) need the additional
and
become
burden
computational
time-consuming, especially for the poly-

nomial C(q-1) with high degree.
7 Conclusions

The simulation results have shown that
LM(A,B,C) is not a model as one expects,
which requires the additional stability
monitoring and are sensitlve to the
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